GINS FROM THE GOLD
COLLECTION
Inaurum Verita 'Gold'

Gold is a complex gin in which resin (juniper), citric
(tangerine), fresh flowers (violet flowers, gentian violet
and poppies), spicy (ginger, coriander) and balsamic
aromas (almonds and vanilla) live together and blend
with Angelica root to balance. A delicate hint of juniper
in the bottom through which tangerine and fresh flowers
notes emerge powerfully to balance a nice end of
almonds and vanilla, thus making Gold an authentic
adventure for the most expert and curious palates.

Stovells

Stovell's Wildcrafted Gin was created by the wonderful
folk at the award-winning Stovell's restaurant in Chobham,
Surrey! Crafted by Stovell's Bar Manager Geyan Surendran
and Chef Patrons Fernando and Kristy Stovell, their
Wildcrafted Gin is made using a rotary evaporator,
organic wheat spirit and a whole host of interesting,
sustainably foraged botanicals.

Bottega Bacur

Distilled Dry Gin Bacûr owes its unique character to the
botanicals used to produce it. Juniper berries, sage leaves
and lemon zest are left to macerate in a solution of water
and alcohol for a long time; after that, double distillation
takes place, clearing the liquid from possible unwanted
hints and leading to an elegant distillate with a fine, clean
bouquet.

Bertha’s Revenge Irish Milk Gin

The concept originates from Ballyvolane being the Gaelic
for 'the place of springing heifers' and botanicals include
juniper, coriander, bitter orange, grapefruit, sweet orange,
lemon, lime, liquorice, orris, angelica, cinnamon,
cardamom, cloves, cumin, almond, elderflower, and sweet
woodruff.

Citadelle Reserve

Pale, limpid gold. Nose: Herbaceous notes of dried
spices, but also coconut shell, tobacco and orange
flower. The second nose brings out notes of juniper
berry and green tea. Mouth: The first note is silky,
abundant, a bit spicy/peppery, with hints of dried
tobacco. Midtasting, additional notes of lemon zest,
ginger and almond. A lasting finish.

Buss No 509

A very 'citrus-forward' Belgian gin here from the Buss
No.509 range, released as part of a series of choice
cut gins in mid-2016. The Master Cut is brimming with
orange and grapefruit notes, and has been bottled
at a generous 45% ABV.

Buss No 509 Pink Grapefruit

Packed with citrus notes, this Buss No.509 Gin features
red Californian grapefruit as a botanical, along with
Juniper, Coriander, Liquorice, Angelica, Vanilla,
Cardamom, Iris, Orange and Lemon. Bright and
flavoursome, this Belgian gin would make for a fine
aperitif.

Botanic W&H

Botanic Ultra Premium London Dry Gin is produced by
winemakers William & Humbert, to a higher strength
than their standard Premium London Dry Gin. It's made
with some rather intriguing botanicals, including
mandarin, almond and Buddha's Hand, a type of citrus
fruit. The bottle is rather interesting too - it's almost a cube!

Pothecary

Pothecary Gin carefully blends the individually distilled
components to create its unique aroma and flavour.
The initial burst of soothing lavender aroma gives way to
refreshing citrus, supported by Juniper, leading to a hint
of Black Mulberry sweetness in tandem with the black tea
and honey scent from the Tilia flowers. A smooth, Juniper
led gin, with attractive layers of floral Lavender and honeyed Tilia, fresh notes of lemon, and a subtle richness from the Black
Mulberries on the palate

Pinkster

First launched in July 2013, 5 botanicals are used to
create Pinkster (the "Agreeably British Gin"). The
brainchild of Stephen Marsh, Pinkster is made with
delicious raspberries which are steeped in the gin,
lending it both its pink hue and subtle fruitiness. Those
raspberries don't just go in the bin afterwards goodness, no! Those gin-soaked little rascals go on to
make Pinkster's Boozy Berries and Gin Jam!

Young Tom Malt Gin

From the Eccentric Gin range in Wales comes Young
Tom Gin. This is ingeniously crafted using an IPA wash,
vapour infused with its botanicals and naturally
sweetened before being barrel-aged for six week to
allow the flavours to bloom.

St George 'Terroir'

However, the wonderful folks at St. George Spirits have
provided us the next best thing, the Terroir Gin! Now in a
70cl bottle, its botanical selection of Douglas Fir, Coastal
sage and Californian bay laurel gives it a magical nose that
makes you really feel like you're stood in a Californian forest

Williams Chase 'Elegant'

An English gin, distilled at Herefordshire, from the same
company that make Chase potato vodka. This is distilled
from organic apples, and has a lovely crisp, fruity flavour.
Sweet with green apple laces, a little liquorice, juniper
and elderflower. Perhaps even a hint of toffee...?

Jinzu

Jinzu Gin brings English and Japanese traditions together
to create an exciting, intriguing spirit. It's made with a
blend of English gin (featuring juniper, coriander, angelica,
yuzu and Japanese cherry blossom as botanicals) and
sake, which brings a luxurious, creamy mouth feel and a
subtle, compelling sweetness to its flavour profile.

IOW Victory Gin

The Isle of Wight Distillery is proud to be working in
partnership with The National Museum of the Royal
Navy to produce, under license, a unique Navy
Strength Gin. Named after HMS Victory, Nelson’s
illustrious flagship, a percentage of the sales go to
support the ongoing restoration of the world’s most
famous warship. HMS Victory Navy Strength Gin has a
higher concentration of botanicals resulting in a more
intense flavour and is bottled at gunpowder proof with
an ABV of 57%.

Tanqueray Nº 10

Passion and attention to detail in perfect measure, is a
recipe for exquisite results. Tanqueray Nº TEN, named
after the stills of its origin, is small batch gin crafted using
fresh citrus fruits. An exquisite citrus burst in every sip, best
enjoyed with premium tonic water and a slice of pink
grapefruit.

Silent Pool

Silent Pool Gin is produced on the Albury
Estate in the Surrey Hills, right next to the Silent Pool, a
beautiful, mysterious spring-fed lake - what a place to
create a gin! The gin itself features 24 botanicals,
including kaffir lime, chamomile, local honey and
lavender, among others, resulting in a subtly sweet
though intricately-balanced tipple.

Empress 1908

Colour-changing or not, there’s something about that
bleach-bottle-hue that has us heading back towards
the door just as soon as we arrive for the first date, and
despite the promise of all-natural ingredients, we can’t
help but wince in anticipation of the chemical bubblegum
syrup taste set to hack at our senses. We’re always
happy to be proved wrong, though, so it was with little
persuasion that we agreed to review Empress 1908 Gin,
described by its very own branding team as having
“an impossibly lush and vivid indigo blue.”

Buss No.509 Master Cut

Oodles of zesty orange and grapefruit pith, with subtle
touch of lemon and angelica, Buss No. 509 Master Cut is
brimming with citrus notes and delicate zesty flavours.
Released as part of a series of Choice Cut gins in mid
2016, Buss No.509 Master Cut can only be described as
an exceptional tasting gin

Warner Edwards Rhubarb Gin

Made using a crop of rhubarb originally grown in the
kitchen garden of Buckingham palace during the reign
of Queen Victoria, extracting the juice using a traditional
fruit press and blending with Harrington Dry Gin to create
an alluring pink gin that is voluptuous on the palate

Fifty Pounds Gin

Small bath distilled, Fifty Pounds Gin prides itself on
purity, clarity and quality of flavour. It’s complex array of
botanicals creates a full and sweet palate, with stages of
flavours to delight the senses. Beginning with citrus notes
and sage-y juniper hints, it opens up to lavender flavours
and finishes on a delicately bright spicy aftertaste

Slingsby

Made with the finest locally sourced Yorkshire botanicals,
Harrogate aquifer water and pure single grain spirit,
Slingsby London Dry is a quintessentially English gin.
An initial burst of refreshing citrus and grapefruit gives
way to juniper, sweet ceciley and Taylor’s of Harrogate
jasmine scented green tea

Berkeley Square No.8

A limited release of Berkeley Square Gin, at a higher
strength of 46%. Named after one of the capital's most
prestigious addresses, the brand is a super-premium gin
from G & J Greenall, using botanicals including basil,
lavender and kaffir lime leaves.

Warners Edwards Honey Bee

Following on from their Melissa Gin, the second release in
Warner Edwards' Botanical Garden range is the
Honeybee Gin. It's built around an infusion of
locally-sourced honey, including honey from their very
own hives on their farm! Other botanicals include a trio of
citrus peels (grapefruit, orange and lemon), elderflower,
hibiscus, cinnamon and cardamom, among others.

Williams Chase Pink Grapefuit

Love your gin to have up-front deliciousness of grapefruit
zest? Well Williams Chase have just the tipple for you their very own Pink Grapefruit Gin! Perfect for a G&T on a
hot summer afternoon, this is bursting at the seams with exciting grapefruit notes, with a handful of peppery
juniper notes at its core.

St.James No.3

A beautiful looking gin from Berry Bros. Made to a special
recipe, the name No.3 refers to the address of BARB Number 3, St James's Street. With juniper at its heart, it's
also made with three fruits and three spices using
copper pot stills.

GOLD RANGE GIN PRICES
Single 25ml £4.10

Double 50ml £6.80
MIXER RANGE PRICES
Schweppes tonic water £1.90
Double Dutch tonic water £2.00
Fever Tree tonic water £2.10

